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Freshman class
officers elected
by Alice Corte
News Editor

John Carroll University, University Heights, Ohio 44118

Travis expresses concerns
to Arts & Sciences faculty

The Mellen Series returns to
host its eleventh guest speaker as
the chief executive officer of the
Nordson Corporation comes to
John Carroll University. William
P. Madar will speak in the biannual lecture series in the new conference room on Oct. 16 at 5:00
p.m.
The Mellen Senes, established
by the Edward J. and Louise E.
Mellen Foundation, provides the

move beyond [departmental performance evaluations) to determine if we should adopt one of the
methods that have recently been
developed for measuring the
improvememofstudents,"hesaJd.
Another point Travis raised
dealt wtth changmg rac1al populations.
He cited that in the twenty-ftrst
century the maJOrity of children
will be people of color while noting that minority college enrollment is declining. He confirmed
the University· s commitment to
address thiS problem.
Travis also expressed concern
of growmg student intolerance.
Based on recent studies from the
Carnegie Foundation. students
have begun to show a lack ofCt>'ility and intolerances for opposing
points of view. These probkms
have led to an mcrcasc. in fratcrnuy gang rape WKi '¥~· ''Sift
"We must guard against complacency in thiS respect, so that
such behavior does not become a
matter of senous concern threatening to undermine our whole
enterpnse," Travis saJd.
In addition, he referred to the
ongoing debate on internationalIzing the core curriculum of the
university. There has been too
much of a focus on Western culture and the values and Ideologies
of the dommant groups in that
culture, he saJd. He acknowledged that some departments have
moved toward some form of nonwestern education and reminded
faculty of the need to continue to
broaden the focus. Healsostressed
that the university should continue
to capitalize on its strengths.
"The solid basis upon which
our curriculum rests must not be
sacrificed in the name of worthy
goals that all tOO often are vulgarized and harnessed to the service

continued on page 5

continued on page 5

by nm Miller and
ElmerAbbo

The StudentUnion announced
the new freshmen officers last
Frederick Travis, dean of the
Tuesday.
DanielleDachtlerdefeatedPat College of Arts and Sciences, held
Moriantyfortheclassprcsidency his yearly forum for the college's
faculty on Oct. 1.
by a vote of 164 to 137.
Among the topics he addressed,
"I hope to get everyone settled
in thier ftrsl year," said Dachtler. Trav1s stressed student outcome
"I also want to help the class to assessment, future racial demographics and their effects on stuachieve unity:·
Tun Staley won the vice-presi· dent behavior, and curricular redent•soffice with a vote of 158. form as crucial issues the univerTerry Gainer, his opponent, re- sity must face in the near future.
Accordmg to Travis, student
ceived 136 votes.
outcome
aSsessments consists of
Jonathan Petrus claimed the
the
vanous
methods used in meastteasorer's office with a vOte of
uring
the
progress
of students as
155 to 177 againstMegan Davis.
they
move
through
the required
MoeMcGuinness and Robert
Wagoner .von the on-campus curriculum.
He said there was a possibility
senator seats with votes of 159
and 139 respectively. Nora of using national testing when
he kin received 121 votes and students enter and leave college ac:
1y Wayne r · civcd 82 VCites. a mc<burc.n..:m o .lhe unproveOut of 797 ftesbmen, 3t'f' ment m a student's education and
people voltd in the election. The as an mdicator of whether colofficers will be swQm in at the leges were doing their JObs of
next Student Union meeting on educating students well.
"It will soon be the time to
Sept. 9.

Mellen series presents
CEO of Nordson Corp.
by Elmer Abba

William P. Madar,
Mellen Series speaker
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Pax Chr1 1 holds
vigil for homeless
By Julie Smith
Asst. News Editor
On Friday September 28, 21
John Carroll University students
experienced life on the street 10
downtown Cleveland during a
homeless vigil sponsored by Pax
Christi John Carroll.
Pax Christi is an organization
promoung peace and social justice. The purpose of the vigil,
which was held on Public Square
10 front of Tower City, was to
raise the level of awareness about
the plight of the homeless. From 7
p.m. on Friday until 7 a.m. on
Saturday, students learned about
homelcssness firsthand.
When they first arrived, students walked around the downtownareameetingandtalkingwith

homeless people. some of who
returned to the vigil slle w1th them.
Throughout the evening, homeless people met with the students.
"At any given time during the
night, we had four or five homeless people with us," said Dennis
Dew, Jr.,presidentofPax Christi.
"Homeless people would come
to us and explain their situations,"
said Dew. Dew said that the goal
of the vigil was to beuer understand who the homeless arc, and
what led to their problems.
Pax Christi is planning another
vigil. "We hope to do this again
when the weather gets colder,"
said Dew.
"It made me realize that the
homeless are people. It isn't just
an 1ssue, we can relate to these
people," said Laura Boustani,
sophomore.

WHAT'S INSIDE..•

A.new view expressed about the
Middle East, p.3

Germany becomes
one nation again,
p.S& 9

Kelly joins the
Campus Ministry
team, p.l3

Men's SOC(Or loses

close one in over
time, p.IS
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Empty words mean empty bellies
On Sunday, President George Bush addressed the General Assembly at
the United Nations' World Summit for Children, but his empty words are
not going to save any children.
Bush's words and policies fail to embrace the wisdom of the Secretary
General of the United Nations: "There is no way in which issues relating
to children can be segregated from the issues of the overall social and
economic environment."
" I've stood helpless over infants born addicted to cocaine, their tiny
bodies trembling with pain," said Bush.
That is a touching picture, Mr. President, but we are not convinced. You
are helpless when you can not escape the disease of addiction, when you
are driven to drugs by poverty and homelessness, when you are uneducated
and alone, when " Just Say No" just doesn't cut it. And you are helpless
when you are born into that life, destined to repeat the cycle of despair.
Addicted mothers are helpless. Addicted babies are helpless. The
President of the United States is not helpless, not when he has the power
to ease the despair, to break the cycle of pain by providing assistance to
mothers and children and educating abusers instead of punishing them.
"But of course, education is a mystery to the 100 million children not in
school," said Bush, addressing the problem of education and child labor in
other countries. "It is an outrage that so many spend their childhood in
'

mines, in factories, in the twilight world of the streets."
Look to your own streets, Mr. President. Look to our sweatshops and
tenement houses and welfare motels and even to our heating grates and to
our gutters. You '11 find our children there, suffering. Excellence in our
schools means a little less for each child that remains in the streets.
We are no example to other nations as you insist. Don't talk about child
labor in foreign countries, do something about child prostitution and drug
dealing in our own nation. The plight of our children is an outrage. Stop
talking and start acting.
"We've seen the pleading eyes of starvation, we've heard the cries of
children dying of disease," said Bush. "So let us affirm in this historic
summit that these children can be saved. They can be saved when we live
up to our responsibilities."
Yet at every opportunity, Mr. President, you and your cronies cut
domestic spending that funds programs to aid parents and children. You
left the World Summit for Children to return to Washington to finalize a
federal budget that cuts domestic spending by $119 billion. Did your
promises mean so little that you forgot about the children you pledged to
protect and serve before your plane landed? Without these programs
children starve and die of disease.
So live up to your words, Mr. President. Live up to your responsibilities.
Help save our children.

Vie Carroll ~ews Staff.,
ElmerAbbo
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AN EMERGENCY MEETING OF CUISINE-IMPROVEMENT ACfNISTS.

Stu~ent

Senate takes positive step
with new attendance policy

A given in any representative
governmental system is the participation of the representatives in
thegovemingprocess. The representative acts as a liason between
the general populace and the ultimate governing body.
The Student Senate is no different. The class officers and
senators are elected by the students to act as their representative
and help bridge the gap to the
executive council.
Attendance, therefore, to the
Student Union meetings is crucial ,sinceat thistimemajordeci-

sions are seuled that effect the enLire student populace.
The recent passage of new attendance policy during the Sept.
25 meeting, after a previous attempt failed the week before, fortunately recognizes the irnponant
role the senators play.
According to Jen Ritter, SU
secretary, attendance has been a
problem in the past.
Low auendance was a problem
last year , most notably with the
meeting of quorum which eventually delayed the passage of legislation.

Unfortunately, it would appear
as if some individuals ran for the
position before realizing the responsibility required. One quickly
begins to question whether some
may be assuming the office to pad
the resume for graduation or to
make Carroll a "beuer place be:
cause we are all here, working
together," as stated in the Prayer
of the John Caron Student at the
start of each meeting.
Though, with new power to
prevent such abuses, the goal of
making Carroll a better place will
be just a little easier.

FORUM
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United States must be a
mediator in world crises

Letters to the Editor
Residents share experience
For those who might think It wise to throw a wild party m one
of the residence halls, think agcun. Such acuvtues are not penn itted on campus and will not be tolerated. We, unfortunately, know
this for a fact and finding out the hard way is by no means the easy
way to learn about John Carroll University 's policy regarding alcohol.
Last Homecoming weekend we decided to throw a little "sOIree" which included the purchase of two kegs of beer. At the time
we thought this was a great tdea, not realizing the extent of the
alcohol policy or the trouble we may be getting into. With the gift
of hindsight we are now more fully aware that we were wrong.
We were flat busted.
Because of our mistake, we believe that it may be helpful to
our fellow students to know what the alcohol policy is with
regards to the possession or consumption of beer in any residence
hall. The policy reads:
1. No kegs or beer balls are penniued in the private rooms or
public areas of the residence hall at any umc.
2. If under the age of21 possession, consumption, or furnishing of alcoholic beverages in university residence halls is restricted by the dean of students.
3. Disorderly conduct, resulting from drunkenness, ts a puntshable offense.
4. No open container, carrier, or cup of beer will be permitted
in any lounge or other public area of a residence hall without
special authorization.
5. A social event which encourages drunkenness as a theme or
the advertisement of such an event is considered inappropriate
and is not permitted.
We hope that our example and this reiteration of JCU's
alcohol policy will dissuade other students from attempting to
break univcrslly pohcy We learned our lesson. Do not be foohsh
and make the same mtstake.
Jason Locfncr '93
Giles Manias '93
Brian Meister '93
Tim Sobol '93

Recycling is successful, but.

..

I am wnung tn regards to the overwhelmmg show of support
Student Advocates for the Environment has seen from students
who arc willing to recycle. I'm sure everyone has seen our wonderful pennancnt yellow receptacles in all of the dorms. There soon
will be more in the Inn Between and the other buildings. We arc
currently rccychng about 50-70 garbage bags full of cans each
week. So ftrst, thank you, great jOb, and keep recycling. However.
there are a few problems wtth our recycling program that we as an
entire campus must solve.
First, please do not throw full cans of pop or beer mto the
recycling containers. Members of SAFE who help collect bags
each week can tell you how gross It is to have week old beer or pop
run down hts leg.
Secondly, please do not throw garbage tnto the recycling
containers. The garbage receptacle is usually just a few feet away.
These first two requests arc simple but vttal to the survtval of
John Carroll 's rccycling program. We all must cooperate and work
together if we want the recycling program to succeed and grow.
Finally, because of the great response we've gotten from
students who arc recycling, we need more help. It Lakes about 1015 hours a week to collect all the cans across campus. However, if
one person from each floor of every donn volunteers to take care
of the cans on his floor, it would Lake about 15-20 minutes.
Right now SAFE is in need of additional help; if you are
interested please call Julie Evans at 371-9049.
Recycling is an important necessary program if we as a university believe m our planet. lt is a small way for everyone to play a
big part tn preserving our cnvironmenl. please get involved.
Julie Evans '93
Prc"tdcm of SAFE
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Problems in Persian Gulf can be solved
by the West's intervention
by Allen S. Hamilton
After reading a FORUM article
(SepL 20, 1990 issue CN) two weeks
ago on the U.S. involvement in the
gulf, 1 became very irritated. The
arttcle showed a lack of knowledge
of world politics and United States
foreign policy.
Not only the U.S., but the rest of
the world depends upon the oil that
issupphed by the gulf countries. No,
the U.S. cannot do wJLhout Middle
Eastern oil. The U.S. has a highly
mobile lifestyle, butgctscnous, everyone ts not an investment banker
who dnves a Volvo to work everyday.lncase you may have forgotten,
RTA uses Middle Eastem oil for its
busses.
The L nited State" mu"t look for

aJtemauvc oil suppl1es. h1s, however, does not happen overnight. Just
recently has America become more
consctous of the need for the development of our own sclf-suffictent
supply ofenergy. To look at Mextco
and Brazil as alternattvc oil supphers would be a great risk. No U.S.
company in its right mtnd would
make such a large investment tn
countries that have such erratic and
unstable economics.
Saddam Husscm ts a crazy man.
Thts ts why hundreds of thousands
of American soldiers arc in Saudt
Arabia. There arc an estimated
370,000 Iraqi soldiers m Kuwait. By
the way, what arc they doing m
Kuwait? Up unttl August 2, 1990
there was no real beltcf that Iraq
would invade Kuwait. In fact, on

July 25, Husscm "assured" the
U.S. that they would not mvadc
Kuwait until they had tried a diplomatic settlement of thetr differences with Kuwall. The U.S. tS in
Saudi Arabta to protect Saud1 c tttl.ens and to help Kuwait regain its
political freedom. This is not the
only reason "'hy U.S. soldtcrsarc
m Saudi Arabia. To say that the
U.S. does not depend on Saudt
Arabia is ludtcrous. Saudt Arabia
is a country in need of our help.
The U.S. depends on Saudi ArabtaforoilandSaudi Arabtaservcs
as a tie to the Arab world.
Saddam Hussein is a threat to
that entire reg10n, let alone the
world. The U.S., along "'ilh the
help of the Untted Nauons, will
show that recent actions by Iraq
w11l not h.! tolerated The l "
"'1th the up n otthe .. , m
nor make any deals with the crv.ed
leader. The trade embargo has
already done considerable damage and wtll only get worse for
Iraq.
Husscm ts using hundreds of
hostages as "human shields."
These so called "guests" arc bcmg
held agrunstthetr wtll. Thousands
of Kuwaius are under suppression and many more are bcmg
held in detention centers or executed. Ithasbccnrecentlyreportcd
that any KuwaJLi found hiding a

SIS.

If the U.S were to have done
nothmg in response to Hussctn 's
invaston. what would stop htm
and the leaders of other countnes
from dOtng as they plcac;cd? As
the world's super power, the U.S.
must try tLS hardest to keep peace
in this world Unfortunately, to
mamtatn thts peace t1 looks ltkc
the U.S will have to go to war
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Westerner w11l be executed. The
reststancc needs our help tf 11 ts
expected to last any longer.
Thts ts not the ftrst ume that
the U.S has had to take the postuonas the poltceman of the world.
The crisis in thegulfaffccLc;every
one of us. The U.S. must show its
power to protect the countless
lives that arc involved in this en-
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A satire ·on Carroll life

Early morning culture provides humor, insight
by Bill O'Connell

Each semester when the conscientious student makes out his
schedule, he must be ever mindful
of what core requirements that he
has yet to fulfill. Unfortunately,
for many of us,
these corecourses
are only available
in the dreaded
form of an 8 a.m.
lecture. One of the
advantages that
accompanies the
accumulation ofcredits istheability to avoid many of these early
morning classes. The real advantage to this avoidance of 8 am.
classes, however, is that those of
us who no longer rise to an alarm
set to seven o'cbck now miss the
Carroll camp·Js morning culture.
These early risers visit the
Marriou crew with a grunt bright
and early at7 :30 a.m. and often sit
alone in sweatS and a baseball cap
as their friends sleep for at least

nod given to the unfortunate fellow who woke up five minutes
after class began and makes it to
class after 15. The smell of Right
Guard permeates his T-shirt and
sweat pants as it has for the past
three sessions of this early morning class from
hell, yet nobody
holds his nose
and only a few
tum their heads
as he passes. One
actually begins
to feel for the
baulc to keep from poking their young man and wonder just what
eyes out with their pens as their he looks like with a clean shaven
heads fall to their desks. Bets can face, real pants, and without the
often be seen being placed among obvioustracesofbed-headsneakthose students who actually like ing out of his hat
rising early as to whom, among
To these poor souls who can be
those sleeping in class, will be the seen slinking back to their rooms
first to awaken with a start, proba- at9 am. for a nap, I offer my conbly spilling his coffee in the proc- dolences. I'm sorry that you will
ess.
not know the pleasure oflingering
An etiquette existS among these in bed a little after the alarm has
early risers, though. This can be sounded, taking a nice long
seen most easily in the knowing shower, or having the time to swdy
another hour with maybe a few
hits of the old snooze button
thrown in for good measure.
Walkingintoclasswithatravel
mug full of coffee or a can of Diet
Coke, these dedicated students
find themselves in a constant

Bets can often be seen being
placed among those students who
actually like rising early as to
whom will be the first to awaken.

TIME ZONE RECORDING ARTIST

a few momentS before class, or
maybe even catching a Bugs
Bunny cartoon on television to
start your day off right.
I'm sorry that you will not know
the serenity of a leisurely breakfast spent chatting with friends or
the sheer ecstasy of seeing that
cute redhead in true mid-afternoon form as she strolls into class
and takes her seat.
But thesediligentstudents who
struggle daily (or'at least twice a
week) to carry forth the cross that
the pursuit of education has forced

them to bear deserve not only our
respect, but our encouragement as
well. They should not be viewed
with derision or as a herd of lemmings leaping mindlessly to their
deaths at the encouragement of
cruel professors.
Rather, we should wish them
well and send them off to their
classes with our collective good
luck. To these beleaguered students let us say thank you, for if
they didn't already fill these
classes, who knows, I might even
have to take one.

Carroll is a unique place
John Carroll a unique place to
live. They add Oavorandcharacter to the Carroll community.
Sometimes these differences
should be applauded, sometimes
scolded, and sometimes Ja9ghed
at.
This world is too strange to be
taken seriously, but too important to ignore.
We must deal with life in a
manner that lets us laugh at our-

~~~~~~=~1 ·~~~~~~;~~~~--~~~l.~~~~·~~~·~

by Mark S. Shearer

Ediwr's note: This is the first
ofMarkShearer's tWice:-monthly
Forum column-- 'The Quad has

ve sides."
John Carroll Univex:sity pas.,
some interesting aspects to it.
Forone,itbasafive-sidedquadrangle. Why? Idon'tknowwhy,
andl'ddaretoguesslhatnobody
else does either. It.'s just one of
those~ quirks"of li f~.
'
Don't most quads have four
sides, after all that's wbat. the
word'qwlctcanglemeans'.
Well, lets see wttat gOOd old
Webste.r' s Dictionary bas to say
about the definition of a quad:..

RETURNS
Sat. Oct. 6 8:30
in the Wolf & Pot

rangle.

'

Let's see- qinJar ..:_ Qoph
-quad-ahf.l,,quad.rang1e, defi-·
nition 2 (l.~ "A rectangular area,,
asacourtyard,enclosedbyblljldings."
·
'
WeU, Webster thinks it is a
reclangular shape- well.-he's
wrong, or at least at "John C_ar~
.rollls it that our rectangles here
have five s~des'! Either way,
JCU is different. It strays from
the normal path of life, whether
~lat path be re<:tangular or pentagonaL
·
lt is a $Ute th~rlg that John
Carroll has irs own personality.
From, i~ quadrangle to its
admlnstrationandstafftoitsstu~

dents - John Carr~H is not a
normal university.
These quirks are what makes

as welL

So what is it, besides thequadral}gle, that m~es John Carroll a
humorous place to live, work and
leam?
"' For starters, how about the
doors that go into the Administration Building from Dauby
Plaza. How ~fren have you gone
to open those doors and end up
stepping on the person behind
you ¥ause tbe door opens over
the steps. Isn't this dangerous?
What was the man who built this
lhlf}kirtg?
'
• .Jt's especially dangerous in
the.winrer when the marble steps
are wet. The dCJ?ressions from
thy wear on' the.~teps hOlds the
water and makes it extra slippery. The marble steps are very
pretty, but someone. is going to
die one of these days. Maybe
some'one oughtto look ~nto having this prQblem fixed.
But then again, maybe one of
these days 'you•n be opening the
door to the-Ad Building and step
Qn some gorgeous young lady,
andmaybeyou·•ngctalittlecloscr
than you e\!er hoped andvoila- you'llend up with a date
for Saturday night.
Maybe the steps have a pur~
pose after all, and maybe the
architect di<J know what he was
doing. As far· as the Quad and
JCUareconcerncd-somethings
justcan'tbeexplained,onlyconsidcrcd.
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Miggins speaks on ethnic and cultural diversity
by Alice Corle
News Editor
Dr. Edward Miggins, director
of the Greater Cleveland Oral
History and Community Studies
Center of Cuyahoga Community
College, spoke last Thursday on
the diverse ethnic culture in the
United States,andpanicularly in
Cleveland.
"My vocation is to understand
the diversity of immigrants and
minorities, as well as to understand people living in the inner
cny," said Miggins.
He said that the great struggle
in America is to live with diversity. Diversity is not a problem if
peopleacceptotherpcople's tastes

and customs, but when people
begin to think that their ways arc
superior, prejudice arises.
"The hean of the Community
Studtes Center,"saidMiggms,"is
to try to overcome the separauon
and alienation that occurs because
of people's ethnic backgrounds or
bccauseoftheneighborhoodsthey
live in."
Cleveland,intermsofhousing
patterns, is the second most scgrcgated city.
"Our challenge as parents,
educators, students, and citizens,"
he continued, "is to not segregate
ourselves because the face of
America is changing."
The nine million immigrants
admitted into the United States
between 1900 and 1910 is compa-

rable 10 the number admitted in and West Side divisiOn in Clevethe 1980's. However, the faces of land stems back to the ume when
the 1mmigrams are different. In- lnsh and German immtgrants
steadofcomingfromEurope,most settled on the West Side and
oftheimmigrantsi.Odaycomcfrom White Anglo Saxon Protestants
Asia.
hved in the east.
"We have to become muhtThe steel mdustryalsoattracted
cultural becauseoftheglobal inter- many unmtgrants to Cleveland.
connectedness of our economy In 1882 Pohsh tmmtgrants were
andthekindsofproblemsweface ~-----intheworldtoday,"saidMiggins.
"We cannot go into the world as
AmericansprojectingourassumpLions on economics, politics and
social life on other pans of the
world "
He also presented a shde proby Jason Row
gram on the htstory of immigraStaff Reporter
tion and minorities in the ctty of
The physical plant found tree
Cleveland.
roots 10 be the cause of the recent
Miggins said that the EastSide flooding in the Bohannon Science

brought m 10 break a labor strike.
Today, Miggms •s trying to
increase and ennch students' and
the general pubhc's understanding of lmmigrants, netghborhoods,
ethntc and mtnority groups,
through the Communuy Studies
Center.

flOOding problem in
5c I•en c e C en f e r so1v e d
nash flood
"When we get nash floods.
water comes up through the storm
drains and no one can doanythmg
about that." he satd.
The most recent flooding of
the Science Center occurred on
Sept.9,whenanmchoframwater
covered that basement floor.
The AdmtOJStrauon Bmlding
floodedonthc samedaybutCuster
attributes that to a dtffcrent cause.
The ram leaked m through the
back door in the basement of the
Ad Bmldmg.
"When you get flash floods the
water has tog,) S<'mewhcr\!. Since
the hack dom '" th~ lowest p01m.

~~--~-~~--------------~---~--------~ Cent~.
Therootswereobstrucungthe
footer drains leading from the
C J• fl
l building to the street As a result
' of the blockage, the ram water
flooded into the butldmg.
"These uncivilized lndians the Jesuits and loday lhe missions
The phystcal plant htrcd a
boounea civilized culture of ex- and churches are merely ruins.
by Colleen Kearney
company 10 cut out the roots betraordinary music,"said Rev. Pc!Ct
.Kennedy is a graduate .:>fboth t.veen the Scienrc Center and
Fennessy, director of campus Holy Cross and the University of Carroll Boulevard.
As part of lhe lgnatian ~e~ ministry. "They held beautiful London. He is now-<! for his talent
"Hopefully, lthc root removal]
tagc Series, Rev. T. Frank Ken- symphonies in the deserted in playi"ng the organ, piano, and is the solution," s:.11d Jerry C'u-;tcr.
lhrccmrol housc\...c..:pm • scrvli..C::>. ll gocs there , .uo u tcr. " \ h n
harp~ichord and has w nllcn an
nedy, S.J .• a renown musician jungle"
CUSICralsonorechlllr~riippens all you can do IS
KenQedy-bas tiCeO toParijuay 9P.=Iaa.lbatwill be ped<Ji1ier.Wit,;
from Boston College. wiD~
will still occur m the event of a clean it up and live with it."
tonight on 17th Century Para- and has helped unearth some Boston College later this year.
guayan music inlhenewconfer- musical manuscripts from the lost
missions. Hewillsharesometapes
ence room at 7:30 p.m.
Jesuit missionaries found a of the music tonight
The Jesuits ran nearly 200
world of unique musical talents
in Paraguay. They taughUhe In· missions in the jungles of Paracontinued from page 1
dians agriculture. sculptute, guay. Argentina, and Brazil.
25 percent for cash now. and 27
" It 's not an old-fa shtoned
painting, arts and crafts, and These missions, known as the the opportunity to listen to and ques- percent for earntngs. Sales tn corporauon . It's a htgh tech busiThiny Cities of the" Jesuit Reduc- tion chief executive officers of 1989 were S282 m tilton and earn- ness. That means there's gotng
music.
tobcgrowth,"hesrud. "Agrowth
The Jndians learned 10 make tions," were protective havens for Ohio based,pubhcly traded, com- ings per share up to S3.53.
the
nomadic
Indians
from
Porwg"Ittsa
high
growth
company,"
company
(also] means promotheir own mustcal instruments
pan1cs.
and their violins were some of cse and Spanish slave runners.
Formerly an executive vice srud Dr. RaJ Aggarwal, Mellen tions are easter. And a lot of jobs
In 1776, Charles Ill expeUed president with the Standard Oil Chair in Finance. "The last five (are available) in a growing
the best in the world.
L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 Company, Madar was elected years its earmng have grown 27 company, so students should be
interested in that."
president and CEO of Nordson in percent per year compounded."
1986. Madar, who received a
'
bachelor's degree in chemical
engineering from Purdue in 1961
I
I
and master's from Stanford in
THIS
AD
IS
WORTH
SjJl
I
I
1965, is also chairman of the
I
I
Clevelan,d CommissiOn on Higher
TOWARD
I
I
Education and a trustee of the
I
ANY ROUND TRIP AIRLINE I
Greater Cleveland Roundtable and
I
I
continued from page 1
centers, academic freedom of Hawken School. A member of the
RESERVATION
of other ideological imperatives," Cathohc institutions. regulauonof American Business Conference,
(Not Applicable to any Promouon Fares)
he said. "Rather, we must find the intercollegiate athletics, and the he was chosen International Exproper
role
of
research
at
teaching
ecutive
of
the
Year
m
1989.
way topreserveourWestern, more
Headquartered in Westlake,
particularly our Catholic, Jesuit universities.
Purchase A Ticket and Qualify For Our
"The
national
agenda
is
a
full
Nordson
employs over 2,500 inheritage, while also meeting the
Drawing For a Mystery
demands of the future. But we one, and this is a ume of ferment dividuals m the development,
manufacture,
and
worldwtde
in
American
educaand
debate
must meet those demands."
In addttion to the above areas uon," Travis said. "And we must marketing of indusmal systems
ofconcern, Travis also mentioned play our pan in the resoluuon of for coatings technologtes. such as
NATIONAL TRAVEL
prcpanng non-traditional studcms the tssues, as well as determmtng applymg adhesives and sealanL-;.
how
our
own
panicular
version
of
In
the
last
five
years,
Nordson
for college-level work, emphasizon the campus ·
ing math and scienc(; for the tech- Amencan higher educauon can has doubled its sales and tnplcd its
932-6100
nological competence of the U.S., conunue to grow and improve as prolits. The ftrm set compounded
preparing students to effectively we move through the next decade annual growth rates over the past
No Charge For Our Services
..1
deal with several competing power toward the twenty-tir~a century.·· live years at 15 percent for sales.
L

Heritage Speaker lectures on Jesuit
the 17th century
musl•

Mellen Series returns to JCU
'

Travis expresses his
concerns to College of
Arts & Sciences faculty

r------------------,

Evening

------------------

I would've bought a Macintoshef en without

the student discount.
Greg Golleot
Consumer Economics and Housing
Cornell Univenity

"Macintosh,on the other hand, is a logical
extension of the mind. It lets you concentrate on
what's in your paper, not on how to get it on
paper. You can create professional:looking
documents in minutes, and you lose the fear of
learning new programs because they all work
in the same way
"Once you've worked with a Macintosh,
there's no turning back~'

"The first ume Isaw aMacintosh, Iwas immediately
hooked. It's a work of an. I saw the student
pricing and my next move was obvious: get one.
"Some other computers are cheaper,but they're
a pain to learn, and working on them can be
a grueling experience. Last year, a friend
bought another kind of computer against
my advice and has used it for maybe 15
hours.Whata waste.

Calll-800-538-9696, ext 480 for
local dealer information

••

Why do people love .Macintosh~?
Ask them.
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FEATURES

Smoking is not glamorous, baby
by Marie Pasquale
Features Editor
Once again it is time for the
Great American Smokeout. The
14th annual event. held to persuadesmokerstoquitsmokingfor
at least 24 hours, takes place on
November 15.
TheAmericanCancerSociety
isreachingoutmoreaggressiveiy
to those segments of society that
are targeted the most by tobacco
companies- women and minorities.
"Weare specifically talking to
women and urban women," said
Ellen J. Keller, accounts supervisor at McCaffrey and McCaU,lnc.
the New York advertising agency
that handles the American Smokeout publicny.
McCaffrey and McCall have
been involved with the Great
American Smokeout for the past
10 years.
"(Itwas)somethingourfounding fathers felL was important so
we maintained the relationship
lhroughoutthc years," sa1d Keller.
"They arc a strong part of our
national media," srud Susan Islam, national director of broad ·
casting and ad\'CrUslllg lor the
American Cancer Soctcty. Islam
"also added that the ACS docs not
pay for any creative ume spent on
acamprugn. Theorganizationonly
pays for bottom cosLc;.
The ACS decided to hype its

anti-smoking campaign to focus
more on young women who still
are a part of the smoking population.
"We are reaching out to the
segment targeted by tobacco
companies," said Islam.

tation) disfigured by smoking.
"They'reverystrongads,"said
Islam. "People have strong reactions to them."
Islam also said that the people
who saw the ads were very receptive of them.
"We have found with our rcsearch you can' t tell people not to
smoke by telling them they will
get lung cancer," said Islam. "I
would hope people would stop
and say, 'I will be doing harm to
myself."'
The ads arc sort of a reverse of
the images the tobacco companies
portray. The typical cigarette ad.
targeted at women, features a
beautiful model having the Lime
of her life with a cigarcue in one
hand. McCaffery and McCall have
taken a glamorous ad and "turned
1t inside out," according to Keller.
The b1ggcst problem m regard
to the powerful ads is exposure.
"There 1s lots of clutter out
there," sa1d Islam about c1garette
ads. "We needed something to
break through that clutter."
However, smce the ACS IS so
dependent on public scrv1ce by
other agcnciCs to convey 1ts messages, its exposure 1s !lmttcd.
Both Keller ar d bL1m are
opum1st1C about the rc:H~
me
new ad.
"Wefcluhcoublicitvl!arncrcd
~"':r.'~==~~~~~:;ro,~ would get some notice." said lslam.
The strong ads feature a HtsThe members of McCaffrey
panic model (minority reprcsen- and McCall share that sentiment.

What superhero would you be and
why?
·"Inspector Gadget,
because he has cool
toys."
Theresa Flannery
Junior

"Wonder
Woman, so I
can have
waterproof
long lashes."
Lisa Salotto
Junior

"She-Ra, because
she's got a chest."
Michele Beauregard
Junior

"Batman, because he
gets Kim Basinger."

Job search made easier
by Marie Pasquale
Features Ecflfor
The Placement Office is offering a variety of career preparation
workshops to John Carroll seniors, graduate students, and
alumni.
The fJtst seminar, to be held
Thurs., Oct 18, from 4:00p.m. to
5:00 p.m., is titled "Developing
an Effective Resume." This workshop will present students with
the "principles of puuing together
a professional resume," said
Rosalyn Platt, director of placement at Carroll.
For those students interested
in a writing career, the Placement
Office, in conjunction with Society Bank, is offering a portfolio
workshop on Wed., Oct 24 from
4:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. in the
Murphy Room
The hands-on workshop will
be conducted by Society Bank
Communications Specialists,
Janet Gaydosh and Tracy
Nicholson.
Gaydosh and Nicholson will

instruct students in how to assemble their written materials in a
way that is presentable to prospective employers.
Students will also be taught
basics on marketing themselves
but "the main thrust is !he portfolio," said Platt
The interviewing skills workshop, "Developing a Results-Oriented Interview," will be held
Thurs., Oct 25 from 4:00p.m. to
5:00p.m.
Basic interviewing principles,
including interviewing techniques,
parts of the interview , review
practice questions, mock inter·
views in which students will evaluate other students, tape-recording,
illegal questions, and salary negotiations will be reviewed.
"I think the practicing is very
imponant in the mock interview,"
said Platt. The workshops are
basically just that, practice sessions.
"I feel very strongly the more
you practice the more prepared
you will be," said Platt.
The seminar will also stress

the importance of practice and
research.
Another opportunity for seniors is available through The U.S.
Office of Personnel Management.
Studcnts are offered the chance
to compete for entry-level government jobs through !he office's
Administrative Careers with
America (ACWA) program.
The ACW A program requires
interested students to take a twopart test consisting of a written
section and a multiple choice
questionnaire entitled the" Individual Achievement Record"

Brian Delallo
Junior

''The Flash, because
I would have
own T.V. show."
John E. Logue
Junior

(IAR).

The testmustbe taken unless a
student qualifies as a "Outstanding Scholar." To qualify,lhe student must have a 3.5 GPA for all
undergraduate work or rank in !he
top 10 percent of the class or
department
Details and applications for
this program are available through
the Placement Office. The deadline for receipt of requests to take
the test is Wed., Oct 31.

"Apache
Chief,
because he
can please
all the
women."

1

Buddy
Schuda
Senior
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The German settlement

Unity finally realized
by Katie Rice
AftertheAlliedForcesdefeated Germany in 1945, it soon became apparent that a working administration of Germany would be necessary. In June 1945, the Allied Big Four (the United States,
Britain, France, and the Soviet Union) took supreme authority in Germany.
From July 17 to August 2, 1945, representatives for the Allies met in Potsdam to discuss the future
of Germany. The chief participants included Harry S. Truman, Josef Stalin, and Winston Churchill.
The allies decided to govern Germany together and rebuild it as a democracy.
Other objectives of the conference were to destroy Nazism, to solidify the western boundaries of
Poland, to determine the Soviet Union's role in postwar Europe, -and to destroy Germany's military
strength.
The Allies dtvided Gennany and Berlin into four zones; ~b power occupied one zone.
In its sector, the Soviet Union created a Communist politic'31Weoonomic system. By the late
1940s, the Soviet zones in Qem)any and in Berlin were cut off from'Western nations.
At several conferences, the Soviet Union blocked Allied pla,ns fot uniting Germany politica.lly and
economically. It also stopped cooperatmg with the Allies in Oennany. The three Western Allies
combined the economies of tlleirrones and united the zonespollucally.
On September 21, 1949. the Allies ended military occupation. and West Germany became the
Federal Republic ofGermany. Military occupation continued in West Berlin because peace treaties
uniting Germany were not signed. On May 5, 1955, the Federal Republic of Germany became
completely independent.
In August 1961, after thousands of workers fled East Germany via West Bertin, the German Democratic Republic erected the Berlin Wall to prevent people from escaping to West Berlin.
From then on, the twoGermanys grew further apart. Aided by the Allies, West Germany quickly
recoveredfromWorldWarll.HamperedbyinadequateSovietpolicies,EastGermany'srecoverywas
significantly slower. Bythe"late 1980's. the difference in the political, economic, and social lives of
West and East Germans was staggering.
On November9, 1989, the Berlin Wall fell and Berliners were able to pass between East and West
Berlin finally for the first time m forty years.
Helmut Kohl, Chancellor of West Germany, saw the chance to reunify the two Germanys. and he
produced a vague. ten-point plan for the eventual reunificauon by 1994. However, the enormous
number of people leaving East Germany was beginning to take tts toll on the economics of both East
anc
c:t '<'rm3rr
hh
h t
onlv wa to sa h o tn w
rrlb1
m.
On Jul} I, 1990 \Vest and East Germany became ofl •c•ally united as an economic unit.
On September 12 of this year, the Allied Big Four of World War ll s1gned a document g1vmg
sanction to German unity. Present at the Moscow ceremony were leaders from the Alhed Big Four
as well ao; East and West Germany.
The document outlines military restrictions and territorial boundaries.
Germany will consist of East and West Germany. The Polish-East German border will remain as
such. Germany will have no territorial claims against any state now or in the future.
Germany will be allowed to have armed forces, but their size will be reduced to 370,000 trOOps.
Germany agreed to renounce ownership and usc of nuclear, chemical, and biological weaponry. The
united Germany will be free to join NATO.
The Soviet Union will be allowed to have troops stationed in East Germany for a maximum of four
years. During that time, the World War II Western Allies will be permilled to remain in Berlin. NATO
troops will not be allowed in East Germany. Soviet troops, permitted in East Germany, will not be
allowed 10 Berhn.
Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard Shevardnadze said of the treaty, "We have closed the book on
World War II and started a new age."
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The Reunification of Germany
The Berlin Wall

From hammers and sickles
to hammers and chisels
by Sue Eberius ~~~~~~~~~~~~
As a German by bi.rth,l was thrilled to have the chance to visit
Berlin for five days this summer.
I had been reading everything I could about the events in Germany since last November, but lcouldn 't wait to see for myself what
was hapJX1ning behind the rusting Iron Curtain.
When my mother and 1 arrived in West Berlin I found myself in
an average Western metropolis. I was pleased to find that West
Berlin was one of the most modem European cities I had ever seen.
It was so typically Western that! found it hard to believe that r was
behind the once formidable Iron Curtain, and not back in the States.
It was not until my third day in Berlin that I carne into actual
contact with the East The experience was unique.
I had seen many vendors selling pieces of theWall, but it was not
until this day that I actually saw it, or rather, where it once was.
We went to the famous Brandenburg Gate where I was expecting
to see the all-important Wall. To my surprise, it was nowhere in
sight. TheBerlin Wall was completely gone. All that was left was a
thin strip of dirt that gave the impression that something had once
stood there. We walked for half an hour to find some remains of the
Wall. Only a skeleton of the once threatening symbol of the Soviet

Uncertainty clouds future
of German economy
by Deanna Glarner Staff Reporter ==~~~~~~=~~==~
The concept of a newly unified Germany dominating the world economy ts not likely to form
as quickly as the new government did.
The economic future of Germany will depend a great deal on the productivity of East German
workers.
"We don't know how efficient.EastGe.nnany is or what it will take to get them going," said Dr.
Raj Aggarwal, a professor at John Carroll University who holds the Mellen Chair m Finance.
The East German economy was based on producing just enough for the state. Now, with the introduction of new products, new technology, and new quality standards, East German producuon
sites are forced to produce efficiently, or go bankrupt. It is a country equipped with communist
resources being thrust into a market ceonom y.
However, East Germany is providing the factories and industry for West German corporations
to privatize, as well as an abundance of low-wage workers, said Aggarwal.
Before East Gennanycan partake in the wealth of the West, they must overcome in nation and
unemployment.
The one-to-one money conversion was generous, but necessary. The problem remams 1hat only
so much can be converted per month. "East Germans arc saving their money because they foresee
layoffs," said AggarwaL
The limited conversion rate coupled with the hoarding of deutschmarks could gtve nse to
inflation. This, in turn, would mean high interest rates.
Unemployment js inevitable. Many East German companies are doomed, and the ones that
remain can expect lay.Off$.
"Chemicals and annsare the two leading industries in East Germany," said Aggarwal. However,
if West German corporations move in, East Germany could become a showcase of new technology.
The West German side of economic unity could be a question of aid to East Germany by West
German taxpayers. "If East Germany is inefficient and has many people laid off, West German
taxpayers will have to pay for unemployment," said Aggarwal.
If the economic unification works, and the East is opened to foreign companies. the advantages
would benefit the world in the form of a new market Germany would benefit m the forms of a btgger
econom y, a new internal market, low wage rates and buying, power. satd Al!l!.\rw.\1.

Social changes abound for Germany

Light shines through the Wall, at last.

German Trivia
-combined population: 77,370,CXYJ
-largest cities: Berlin 3,115,448; Hamburg 1,571,300; Munich 1,274,CXYJ
-major religions: Protestant and Catholic
-literacy rate: virtually 100%
-average workweek:40.5 hours
-favorite leisure activities: hiking, walking, reading, yard work, watching televisiOn
-voter participation: 84.3%
-cultural figures: Goethe, Wagner, Beethoven, Marx
-1936 Summer Olympics in Berlin; Jesse Owens wins gold medals to the chagrin of Adolf
Hitler
-home of Dresden china works, so valuable to the world that it was not to be bombed during
World War II
-was never conquered by the Romans, thus giving them their distinctive language
-has produced fine automobiles-.-from the Volkswagen "Bug" (Fahrvergnugen!) to the
Mercedes Benz to the BMW
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·photo"""'">' or Sue F.bcn..

Sophomore Sue Eberius chops away at the
Berlin Wall.
·photocou.n.c:sy or sue Ebe••u•

hold on East Germany remained.
I was, however, pleased to find people renting hammers and
chisels to tourists. So 1 gave the man five Deutschemarks (about
$2.50) and began hammering away for my own souvenir.
I soon discovered what the cliche "hard as a rock" real! y means.
But, after about an hour 1 managed to get a handful of chips from
the wall, memorabilia to cherish for a long time.
What I found the most intriguing was that West Berlin continued
to live its life as though nothing unusual had happened. The fact that
history was in the making didn't seem to phase the city.
When Iaskedafriendofmine, wholivesin Berlin, why the West
seemed unmoved, he said: "Here in Berlin we've been making his·
tory for more than forty years. We've become used to it It's no
longer a big deal."
As I thought, I realized how true his statement was. But, for me
this was an historical moment- one I will never forget

by Thomas Peppard World View Editor ~============
The two have become one, and the world map will show changes reminiscent of the 19th l'cntur)
when the Germanic states first organized under the Prussi<Ul. Otto Von B1smarck , 10 Hn I.
Thcchangestookeveryoneby surprisc.sa•d Dr. Hc1d1 Stull, a formcrrcsidcmot Wl~StGcrmany
and a professor of German at John Carroll Univcrsll) Stull sa1d that she had always thought the
two Germany's would be reumted, but not in her hfeumc.
The Constitution of West Germany, composed m 1949, provides for the eventual reunification
of the country. After forty years of dtvtsion East and West Germany reunified on Wednesday.
"The country wasd1vided, but not by its own will," said Stull. She said the German people are
excited to finally achieve reun1fication, but there wtll be monumental problems to overcome.
Stull said that when she traveled to East Germany this past summer, she sensed some msecurity among the East Germans. "They lived in a state that took care of aU of their necessities from
the cradle to the crave."
The Communist government ofEast Germany provtdcd foreverythingitscitizens needed. The
people lived modestly, without luxuries like tissue and oranges, but they were secure in knowing
that they would always have ajob, food, and shelter.
With a free-market economy spreading to East Germany, Life ha<; changed drastically for its
citizens. For the first time since its creation East German citizens are experiencing unemploymenL
Stull gave the example of the Russian teachers in East Germany who will begin losing their jobs
because East German citizens will no Longer be required to learn Russian. Conversely. a shortage
of English teachers is expected in the EasL
As citizens of Germany, the unetnployed of East Germany arc now eligible for the same
unemployment benefits which the citizens of the West have always had. This will be one cost of
reunification.
One other controversy disturbing the reunification process is abortion. Abortion is legal in the
East, but not in the West. Stull said that the two sides compromised, and for at least the next three
years, the abortion laws will remain essentially the same.
However, this creates a problem because it remains illegaJ for a resident of a Western state to
receive an abortion, even if it is legally obtained in an Eastern state.
Stull said that for the first time in forty years the people of Berlin can travel freely across their
own city. So, in spiteoftheeconomic and social problems which the reunification will create. most
Germans are pleased with the new freedom.
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International studies program has global ramifications
by John Hogan
"The International Studies
program aids to develop an aware·
nessoftheincreasingglobal interdependency of all nations in all
spheres of human endeavor,"
states the 1989-91 Undergraduate
Bulletin.
International Studies, headed
by Dr. Chirayath, is an interdisciplinary concentration program. In
addition to the ten different departments involved, lectures and
conferences focusing on spcc1fic
issues m different geographical
areas are offered.
"The objective of the program

is to help students become a part
of the global economy in a way
that doesn't sound like a lofty ideal
but very much a fact of reality,"
said Chirayath.
The program does much more,
such as being instrumental in
bringing foreign students to Carroll. In doing so the foreign students experience a different culture and student body, and the
American students have the same
opportunity.
"You've got to have programs,
as well as faculty and student interest that span the globe," expresses Chirayath.
The International Studies Pro-

gram also coordinates with other
coiJegestobringeventsandspeakers on international topics to Carroll and other universities.
"The former chancellor of
Germany, Helmut Schmidt, is
speaking at Case Western University on October 15. It is a chance
of a lifetime to listen in person,"
said Chirayath. "It guides the
students by talking to those who
were already there."
The program sets up workshops
and interacts w1th the admimstration tO bring an understanding of
the global community tO the stu·
dent body through the faculty.
"There are a number of faculty

members right here who in fact
have done a great deal of work in
the international world. They are
not confmed to any one department," said Chirayath.
It is Chirayath's hope that by
geuing through to the students the
program will incorporate this interest into the core curriculum and
elective courses.
One of the most popular activities in the International Studies
Program is Study Abroad. It is a
program that depends mainly on
the experiences of the student in
another country and culture.
Carroll cooperates with many
universities to provide programc;

in many countries. The Study
Abroad program has meetings
every Tuesday and Wednesday
from 3-3:15 p.m. in room AD 32.
International Studies is more
than a program for students to
study at Carroll and abroad. It
helps the Carroll community,
through different events and programs, to experience the global
awareness of many issues.
Chirayath summarized, "the
JCU students will be routinely
travelling globally in the future ,
so that the sooner one gets accustomed to thinking the world as
one•s arena of work and play. the
better one w1ll be."

Giving life can be as easy as giving blood
by Sara Malone Howley
At some point in our John
Carroll career. we most likely have
seen ROTC signs advertising the
American Red Cross' Blood
Dnve. How many of us have
actually panicipatcd? Many of us
had the chance this week when the
AR(' visited John Carroll on Oct
2 and 3.
According to lreneOiivcr, head

nurse inchargcoftheBiood Drive,
"With our visit last January, we
collected 200 pints of blood."
Th1s means that 200 people
from the Carroll community donated their time and blood. That
is, there were only 200 donors out
of a poss1ble 3,500, not including
faculty
"/\!though the drive is well
publlcilcd, many people arc unaware of the exact procedure in-

volved in giving blood," said Oliver.
Semor Mary Colhns, who has
been donating blood since her
freshman year at Carroll said, "lt
is an easy and simple thmg to do.
h benefits people who have no
other means of getting blood. ·•
SometJmcs the need to give
blood arises out of personal rcasons.
''1 always give blood. My

family wasm ascnousaccidcnt so
l knowhow badly people need it,"
said sophomore John S tibley.
The goal of the Red Cross is to
help fam1lies m similar situauons,
fami lies in need. The Cleveland
area chapter of the ARC supplies
ovcr60 area hospitals with healthy
blood.
·'There is always a need for
blood. Not enough people donate
to give us a surplus,'' said Oliver.

Save up to 50°/o or more on your

.

CtmtnctLens

Unfortunately, blood ts needed
most during the holiday seasons.
The inclement weather of winter
also gives rise to high accident
rate. To accommodate the depletion of the supply after the holidays, the Blood Drive IS scheduled to return to Carroll January
22 and 23 of 1991. If you should
feel the need to donate before that
time, you can f1nd the Blood
Mobile at other locauons m the
('lf:Veland area.
" I g1 ve blood regularI y because
I feel very guilty if I don't. It's
stupid not to give blood," said
senior Enn O'Loughlin.
Mary Collins added, "Blood is
a necessity of life so we llUght as
well share it··
For more information on how
you can donate blood, call the
Greater Cleveland Chapter of the
Amencan Red Cross at 781-1800.

Logo Contest $150 Prize

Tbe exact sa111e lensesJ'Oztr doctor ordered at Lcbolesale prices.

WUJC needs help designing a
new logo. The logo must
incorporate the call letters,
frequency. and the diverse
programming of the station.
Entries must be submitted to
WUJC by Oct. 19. All entries
become property of WUJC.
Winning logo is not guaranteed
to be used.

Our lov prices lets you
SAVE UP TO 50% OR MORE!
we can
Lenses as lo w as $14 per pair ... no clubs to join
save you up to
··.no hassles ... no gimmicks. Most lenses shipped
50% and more on
to you within 24 hours via Federal Express & all
all name brands
are 100% CUARANTBID!Simply call in your Doctor's
...including new
name and phone number(or address) using our toll
"disposables".
free number belov.(24 hours-7 days) Our optician
vill contact your Doctor for yoa and obtain your
prescription.(Veri!ication is required to order)
•
• l4 Boars
START SAVING ROW! ORDER TOLL-PHil 1-800 - 726-7802 TODAY! ~
1 Days

YES •••

--------------------------------Do You Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards? r ~ooiNi" ~~iCiS:B~ 2l4~6..To~~;o;:~--3;o~7.·~· ....w......... ....., ~,.. ~

Now you can~ two of the ...-t ~and
IIC!Depted cndtt cards In the wortd-Vl-" and M8S~

Cftdlt cards...·ln your name.· EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN
CREDIT 01 HAVE BEEN lURNED DOWN BEFORE!
VJSA8 and ~kfCanie the.Cftdll cards you
deael"ve and need for- ID-BOOKS-DEPARTMEHT
~nJITION-Dn'ERTAI,_.EHT

EMER6Er«::Y CASH-TK:KE1S-RESTAURANTS-

HOI'ELS-M01'El.S---GM-CAR REHI'ALSREMIRS-MD TO BUILD YOUR CREDIT RAnNGf

lot... ~!
lo credtt c:IM!cts!
lo sec.rtt7 deDostt!

YES! lwantVI~/~Credn

Cants. Eldoeed nnct &as which ts ~~ mundlble If not
~ lmmedlalely.
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ADDRESS

CnY
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V. Ia a ..........iliLLitl d \IISI' USA. Inc. . . . VIlA IIAt;;. . .. .
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Scorsese shjnes

Scorsese's Goodfellas is not bad at all
By Melodie Smith,
Entertainment Staff
After a year of mutant turtles,
preuy women and flashy super
heroes,nootherfilm this year can
match the power, humor and brillianceofMartin Scorsese's Goodfellas , the year's best film to

date.'
Based on a true story of mobs ter-turned -federal informer
Henry Hill (played by Ray Lioua),
Goodfellas is a brur.ally honest
look at the deadly world oforganizedcrime.
The film follows Hill's 30-

year ascent up the mafia ranks,
including his stormy marriage, his
several years in prison, and his
association with the notorious
Jimmy Conway (Robert DeNiro)
and the short-tempered Tommy
DeVito (Joe Pesci).
Though he seems to remain
shocked at the violence that surrounds him, Hill remains unwaveringly loyal to the mafia way of
life, until that same violencecomes
dangerously close to his own life.
More important than the details of the plot are the look and
feel of the film, with Goodfellas
taking on almost a documentary
feel at times.

The film isperfectlycast; from
the always dynamic DeNiro in a
supporting role, to a young bartenderwholoses hislifefortaking
a stand against the trigger-happy
Devito.
As Devito, Joe Pesci, last seen
as the comical sidekick Leo Getz
in last summer's Lethal Weapon
2. is so convincing that his bloody
shootouts are as shocking to the
aud ience as they are to his victims
and fellow goodfellas alike. Pesci' s performance is worthy of an

a perfect mixture of charm and intensity that makes him a potential
superstar of the 90's.
As if the first-rate performances, stunmng visual style and
b lack: humor weren't enough.
Scorsese's clever use of mustc to
emphasize thechangtng umes and
Hill's changing view of mafia life
is a major highlight of the fi lm.
It's a subtle yet powerful device, showing Scorsese's bril-

liance as both a filmmaker and a
storyteller.
With the energy and style of a
blockbuster and the sophistication of a movie classic, Goodfellas is truly an exceptional film
and an entertatning one from start
to finish.

Oscar.
However, it isLiotta'sstrength
as an actor and a leading man that
is at the center of the film. He has

Times Up is just asVivid
By Pete Wilson
Entertainment Staff

L iving Colour's first album,

Vivid. was one of 1989's best
albums. Now. Living Colour
brings us Times Up. a very exciting and pleasant follow-upalbum.
Tunes Up is filled with a variety of
different sounds that will appeal
especially to a Living Colour fan.
Thealbum begins with the title
song which captivates thelisterner
with Vernon Reid' s lead guitars
and Muzz Skillings' bass. This
song truly demonstrates "Colour"
rock at its best.
The group experiments a little

with songs lilce Love Rears Its
Ugly Head, which is a jazzy tune
with a sharp guitar edge. As with
their ftrSt album, Times Up contXns ..,eavy , thought-provoking
lyrics. This is most evident in the
song, This Is The Life; this song
tells the listener to make Lhe most
outoflife and not take everything
in life for granted.
orcy over' lead ..·ocal
unify the album, along with the
heavy drums provided by William Calhoun.
Other songs on the album deal
with different aspects of life including anxiety, loneliness and
pride. T he song Information
Overload specifically deals with
people who are losing control of

themselves in life.
Let's not forget about the bands
already climbing hits, Type and
Elvis Is Dead, which both add a
bit of character tc !.."!is a!ready
diverse album.
Thesesongsaretrulytopqua!ity, helping to explain why the
album is already on the lOp fi ve
M odem Rock chan. Times Up is
well wonh buymg: lbt album
should sit in everyone's music
collection.

Arts and Entertainment Calendar

•

Oct 9, I 0, I 1 I 0 am to 3 pm
Rcc Plcx Atrium Deposit $ 15.00 ~~
'f t lf l'l~h · "-d• .,..

. -.r,. .. """

"r~

~-~

Oct. 9 ·Nov. 4 Heart's Desire at the
Cleveland Playhouse

~

j

Tho "CoO"''
C."'M"m
'" '""""•""
Stud•os
composed
of 170 Amar•can
Colleges
and Un•vers111es About 1400 students parucopaled 1n CCIS programs tn 19811· 111110

STUDY IN IRELAND
Spring 1991
St. P a t r ick's College

Oct. 10 - Dec. 9 Yoruba: Nine Centuries Of
African Art and Thought
at the Cleveland Museum Of Art
Oct. 10·14 Rudolf Nureyev with The Cleveland
Ballet in The Overcoat
at the Playhouse Square Center
Oct. 19-21 Don Giovanni with
The Cleveland Opera at The Stare Theatre

u

Universit y o f Lim eri c k

Maynoolh, Ireland

ltm ettck, Irelan d

• Liberal Arts Program
• 30 Student Maximum
• 3.0 G.P.A. Required

• Business Program Option
• International Student Village
• 3.0 G.P.A Requcred

SPONSORING COllEGES
Keene State College, NH
Mohegan Community College
Prot. William Spofford
Un•vorsoly of Wisconstn - Plaltavllla
308 Warner Hall
Plaii Oifl le, •• 538818
(608) 342-1726

Other CCIS Programs: Italy. England , Scotland. Sweden.
Germany Portugal. Greece. Israel, Spain. France, Mexico
Ecuador. Colombia. Chtna, Switzerland .

I
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Ghost Soeaks

Jerry Zucker makes audiences "believe"
hit film, Atrplane Ghost was
not an intenuonal move away
from comedy for Zucker, but he
felt so strongly for the screenplay that he wanted to make this
p1cture. Th1s film IS so different
because, for Zucker, 1t is a much
more "imponant" film than his
other films.
This film speaks to people
about their essence. When asked
what he wanted people to get
from th1s film he said, "People
are so wrapped up tn everyday
life. People arc so preoccupied,
which is good, but not the most
important thing in life. Love
fills the soul. That's what this
film is about"
Zucker added later that the
" love scene" in the film intenuonally didn't contain nudity
because the film simply didn't
need that; he said his film is
about romance and love, "not
love in the male/female way, it's
not about sex."
In his film makmg, Zucker i s
not pressured by success. He
says his films arc successful
because he lets them "breathe.''
He gives his films a chance to
hvc on their own. He doc:wl' t
make a movie auncd at a ccnam
authcncc: ht:- ftlms arcn 't c-..o-

cessful film of the year so far?
W1th HS m1rospectivc and moralistic ovcnoncs this movie is more
Lruc to its own genre than most
other sugar-coated films of the
past. In a telephone intcrv1cw
from Hollywood, Zucker tried to
explain the success of his film.
"I was looking for a good script,
and fell in love with Bruce Hocl
Rubin'sscrccnplay. lwasablcto
visualize and see the end product;
I also felt so strOng towards this
mov1e."
D1rccung this film was different for Zucker because in the past
he has only worked on comedies
including Top Secret, Ruthless
People. Naked Gun and h1s first

By Philip Budnick
Entertainment Editor

The ad says, "You will believe." It was Jerry Zucker,
d1rcctorofthemovieGhost, that
t.ncd to get us to believe. It
looks as if he has us believing in
somcthmg; so far to date Ghost
hac; made over S150 mJ)Iion at
the box office and is still going
strong.
What is it about this movie
that has got us believing enough
to make Ghost the most sue-

College boards
got yo·u crazed?

tcnc.
He pleases himself first and
creates a character or personality for the mov1e which he lets
stand on 1ts own in hope that
people \\ill ltkc his finished
product Fonunatcly, for h1m

and aud1ences, we do hkc his
work. Nm only IS Zucker now
the "honest" directOr in Hollywood, but, not to pa1ronize
h1mself, he said he th1nks there
will be a trend in romance movIes coming out now due to the
success ofGhost.
As he talked in a very personable way, I was overcome
wllh the feeling that Zucker
wanted me to understand his
ftlm and that the potnt he was
trymg to make was very 1mportant to him. He sa1d Ghost has
many different aspects to it;
it's serious, romantic, humorous, etc. Ghost has a fervor of
being almost reltgious. Zucker
touched on this aspect briefly
dunng the conversation saying
he d1dn' t want to preach to
people. A movie is, after all,
entertainment. Zucker didn't
want Ghost to be a religious
movie, and it isn' t.
Zucker added, "You can't
avoid being somewhat religious, especially with this movie.
I think it's very clear in the
movie that 1 represented life
after death, and touched on the
heaven and hell aspect."
7ucker is an honest man \t. ho
has made an honest film. One
can sec Ghost purely for its
entertaining value, or one may
vtew it as a thought provoking
film with deep underlying
meaning. However you view
the film, Zucker makes you ''beltcve."

( ;1 . r t\ I t\S I'F <H: II II I'IUNCETON REVIEW t\T t\ Dt\Y LONG
I'RINCE I UN IU· Vll:W l)lt\UNOSTIC SESSION
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Winona Ryder stars in Paramount's new movie, Welcome
Home Roxy Cormichatl. Pink is her favorite color, and if
it's yours too be one of the first 15 people to wear pink to
The Carroll News orrace on Thursday, OcL 4 bttween 6
and 7 p.m., and you'll receive two tickets to the screening
of the film on Oct. 10 at Loews Rit:hmond Theatre.
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Schlegel gives Carroll worldly view
450 Years ofJesui

To mark the 4SOth year of
the Jesuits, the CN profiles
Carroll's own Jesuits in a
continuing series.
by Kristine Hren

Growing up during the 1960s
inspired Reverend John P. Schlegel, S.J., to accomplish great
deeds including becoming a Jesuit priest.
"The 1960s was a time of great
idealism- John F. Kennedy, the
Peace Corps," said Schlegel.
"People were interested in helpinghumanity. Iwasgreatly moved
by this period and wanted to become a pan of this service to
mankind in a permanent way," he
added.
Schlegel joined the Society of
Jesus in 1963 when he was 20
years old and was ordained a
Catholic priest ten years later.
While training to be a Jesuit,
Schlegel auendcd St Lou1s Umversity, whereheeamedaBache-

lor of Arts degree in philosophy lege and Marquette Umversity mass with the students twice a
and classics and a Masters degree where he served as the dean of the week.
in political science.
College of Arts and Sciences.
"While a great deal ot my time
He then swdied theology at
In 1988, Schlegel accepted the is spent with people like lawyers,
the University of London for two position of Academic Vice Presi- I make a point to mteract with the
years. After these two years, he dent at JCU. Within one year, he students as much as possible, ~satd
was ordained a Catholic priest and was promoted to executive and Schlegel.
went to Oxford University where academic vice president.
In addition to his profess1onal
he completed his Doctorate deduties, Schlegel plans to make
gree in international relations in
personal time to celebrate the
1977. His dissertation was en450th Anniversary of the Jesuit
tilled "The Influence of FederalOrder. Hewillspcndtimeinprayer
ism and Biculturalism on the
and reflection on the Jesuits in
Canadian Presence in Black Aforder to strengthen his confirmarica: 1957-1971."
tion as a Jesuit.
In addition to these already
JCU has planned "The 1gnaextensive studies, Schlegel atLian Heritage Series" which will
tendedsummerLermsatJavariana
run throughout the school year and
University in Columbia, Georwill feature speakers who will
getown University, the Univeraddress various aspects of the
sityofVienna, the Royal Military
Society of Jesus.
College of Canada, and the NaSchlegel's impress1ve educational University of Australia
tion has been supplemented by his
Although Schlegel has spent
other equally impressiVe acuviample Lime taking notes in the
Lies. He has served on many proclassroom, he began to teach at
"I liked my position as dean fessional organizations. He 1s a
Creighton University and contin- but felt I could make more of an member of many professional and
ues to teach here at John Carroll impact as vice president.," declared fratcrnaVsocial societies. He has
University. HestarlcdatCreighton Schlegel.
also earned fellowships, awards,
as an assistant professor, adAs vice president, Schlegel and grants in addition to writing
vanced to associate professsor, and handles a variety of issues includ- professionally in numerous
later moved into administration as ing propcny laws, the appoint- books and journals.
the acting chair of the political ment of depanmcnt chairpersons,
Schlegel has accomplished a
science depanment and as the and the general running of the great deal in his life and there
seems no s topping hun , althm•~·.h
sssistant academic vice president. univenoLy.
· · ;eumeou&
a
SctU.cgcl c.ominuedin admiru
' IUe 1r0l
ll> I C p C1>
R·
around
the
track
or
a
fast-paced
stration at both Rockhurst Col- tial duties, Schlegel celebrates
game of raquetball.

Paul Kelly, a native of Youngstown and 1989 graduate of John
Carroll, has returned as the new
Campus Minister to replace Fr.
Richie Salmi.
"After graduating from Carroll, I knew there was a lot more
there than I saw when I graduated," said Kelly.
Through Holy Cross Associates, Kelly volunteered as a physical education instructor last year
at Tolleson School,an elementary
school located m Tolleson, Anzona. He also worked with Young
Life while in Arizona, and volunteered at Andre House, a hunger
center in downtown Phoenix.
As Campus Minister, Kelly is
responsible for organizing volunteer activities and service trips and
preparing a Marriage Encounter
retreat, with the help of Fr. Schell.
Some of the volunteer activities Kelly is in charge of are the
Hough Project, Epiphany Hunger
Center and tutoring at Mary B.
Manin elementary school.
Kelly said there is an "over-

poven y," sa1d Kelly. "Voluntecrmg would realJy complete a good
educauon because it would challenge what you Lhmk as far as
ideals go."
In addition to service projects,
Kelly is inchargeoftheCleve1and
Area Retreat Experience, CARE,
which will be October ll-14. He
explained 1t is an experiential retreat for students to work with
people from the lower West Side.
In association with Mike Pyle,
the assistant to the dean of students, Kelly wants to show moviesofsocialconscienceafewtimes
a month in the Wolf-and-Pot, and
invite Carroll staff members to
answer quesuons about the subJCCt after each mov1e.
Outs1de of his JOb as Campus
M1mstcr, Kelly hkes to swim, play
Paul Kelly
basketball, camp and play the
-pboco by Mwcdlul'lealy
guitar.
"Having been a student, the
Kelly encourages volunteering,
especially for the John Carroll nicest thing about being back is all
community, because it is easy to the free time I have to play hoops
or kick back and rclax,"said Kelly.
forget how some people live.
"I encourage people to get "It 1s almost like I am at a country
'
involved because where John Car- club."
Kelly enjoys his new job and
roll is located can make it very
easy to never see a glimpse of looks forward to a great year

abundance" of volunteers for these
projects. Because of this, he 1s
looking for an additional hunger
center where students may volunteer.
"The amount of involvement
people have shown is a lot grea~r
than it was when I was here," said
Kelly. "It's very nice."

I

§>r<D>fil~£
Shauna Monsour
Aimee Zierolf
Juniors Shauna Monsour
and Aimee Zierolf volunteer
every week at Rainbow Babies
and Children's Hospital Working with seriously ill children
brings both valuable experience and fulfillment to these
two biology majors.

Melissa Gogo
Melissa Goga. a senior
communications major and
French mmor, spent last semester studying in Strasbourg, France. Goga's curriculum abroad enhanced her
course of study at Carroll and
has proven to be a welcome
as.~L to her international studies concentration.

Dr. Shirley Seaton
Dr. Seaton, of the Office of
Minority Affairs, spent six
weeks of her summer studying
in Kunrning, China. While
th e n~

"h e al"n lectured to

Plca-;c contact The Carroll
Ntws if you know of anyone

Kelly joins Campus Ministry team to
encourage volunteer involvement
by Anne Tirpak

gp~rft({J

whose activities or endeavor.;
could be highlighted in the
next Partly Profil~d ...
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Green Gators open new season
bynm Horan
Stoff Reporter
The John Carroll Green Gator rugby team has come out
chomping in the OhiO College Rugby League, but aims to
improve in the matches to come.
In the season· sopcningmatch, theGators pasted Wooster
40-0, but were downed by defending champion Ohio
Northern the followmg week 22-12.
This past weekend at the Ohio IS's tournament in Columbus, the team advanced to the semifinals with wins
over Oberlin (18-0) and Muskingum (10-6), but were
halted by a tough Marshall Umversity team 4-0. The team
is now 2-1 in conference play with a 2-2 overall record.
"We were d1sappomted with the loss," said senior wing
forward Greg Rob1da. "But it's the best we've done in that
tournament m three to four years."
TheGators' head coach Brian Haggerty also had mixed
cmouons about the tournament
"We have nothmg to be ashamed of, but we should have

KRUEGER'S

1'7"'>---11

~
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It'
by Kevin Krueger

There is no escape in 10day' s

world.

beaten Marshall." Haggerty sa1d.
The team's strength comes from i ts veteran scrummers,
but rook ie back Steve Prelock i s also making a strong
showing, a'> he leads the team 10 sconng with four tries.
" Our serum has been together for three years, and weal!
play welltogethcr," Rob1da said. "Steve's{Prelock) speed
also helps, and he's learning the game quickly."
Senior Tom Kilbane agreed w1th Robida, but added that
the team as a whole is playing well also.
"Everyone IS showing a lot of heart," Kilbane said. "At
times when people get hurt, we sub and play people out of
position, but everyone we put on the field plays well."
The Gators' next match is Saturday at Muskingum and
the team is looking forward to a good showing.
"We shouldn ' tlose for the rest of the regular season,"
said scmor outsider Tony Rehak. "And if we keep up the
practice, the running, and the aggressiveness, we have a
good chance of wmning the whole thing."
"We' re definitely the number one contender in the
conference, and we can beat anyone if we play as well as
we' re capable of playing," satd Haggerty.

JCU's Upcoming Sports
Thursday, Oct. 4: Men's soccer at Allegheny 4 p.m.
Friday, Oct. 5:

WOMEN'S SOCCER VERSUS
MUSKINGUM
4 p.m.

Saturday, Oct. 6: Cross Country at Heidelberg
Invitational
11 a.m.
Men's soccer at Muskingum 1:30 p.m.
Volleball at Otterbein

13443 Cedar at S. Taylor
Cleveland Hts.
932 0603

2ND GENERATION

- ....--WHAT'S GOING ON
....- - - - - A T GRANDE'S?

FOOTBALL VERSUS MOUNT
UNION
1:30 p.m.
Rugby at Muskingum

tgnore the postgame scene inside
the New England PatrJOLc;' locker
room on September 17. when an
unknown number of Patriot players reportedly made lewd sexual
remarks toward Boston Herald
reporter Lisa Olson.
It goes almost without saying
that the actions of the players
lacked any grain of class or digmly ,and lh~llhc d1slurbmg naLurc
o(lhc InCident need be aclcTrcssed.
But the manner 1n whtch the
whole 1ssue has been handled reeks
of the scnsauonalisttc Stt>nch of
var1ous groups trymg to capitalize
on a potenual public relations
bonanza.
Wtthout thought of awaiting
National Football League comm1ss1oncr Paul Taglibue's invesugauve results of the maner, the
Boston 1/era/d has called for Patriot owner Victor K1am · s suspensiOn, the National Organi7.auon of Women hac; called for a
boycott on Kiam's Remington
shaver products, and Kiam himself has made new and more ridiculous remarks to the media in a
sccmmg effort to prove that he is
mdccd a self interested jackass.
To attempt to rcspons1bly ad-

dress the various implications of
the situation at this point m umc,
with conflicting accounts of what
actually occurred still circulating,
it seems most prudent to address
the true issues at the root of this
recent problem.
"I think that Lisa Olson was
treated terribly in this siLUation,"
said one John Carroll male athlete, who requested anonymuy.
'But I also believe ihat i cma1c
reporters do not belong 1n a men 's
locker room, just as male reporters do not belong in a women's
locker room."
And therein seems to lie the
true conflict at hand: equal opportunity versus an individual 's
right to privacy.
The fact that the athlete quoted
above asked to remain unnamed is
an indication of the volati Je nature
of the conflict, and the clash between the two points of view w11l
not fail tomakenoiseagain unless
a compromise is soon realized.
With a little give-and-take, though,
it would seem that some sort of
compromise is indeed possible.
Two solutions that have seemed
to work somewhat favorably for
both parties arc presently m usc 1n

-=----~~~~!!!!~I

Trivia Night Prizes from WMMS Radio

fRIDAY
College Legs Night! Thru Oct. t 2
Finals Oct t 9 for CASH prizes.
Wear Your Shorts and WIN!
Come see all your favorite NFL
games on our GIANT 8' TV.
OJ spinning records every Thurs and Fri
Classic Rock to Alternative Music

Want it late?
Want
it made your way
Your choice of free fixin's &lQ any sandwicfi
can be made into a salad!

--------------------·
$1 OFF "' :
~1tiM(l
381-2424
Corner of

Warrensvllle

a..

:Any
I

food

some profcss1onal athleuc organizauons.
In one mstance athletes are
supplied with robes immediately
upon exiting the shower facilities
inside the locker rooms; in anOther, reporters are asked to wait
outside the locker room facility in
a designated area, and requested
athlctesarcgtven a certain amount
of time lO shower and come outSide to address questions.
Neither of these solutions is
perfect, as both sull contain certain drawbacks for both the athletes and the reporters, but it seems
that an answer such as either of
these IS necessary as a preventative measure against future flareups.
It 1s mdeed a shame that incident" as dcgradmg as the Patriots-Olson encounter ever occur.
and hopefully Tagliabue 's invcsugauon w11l shed light on a solution to handling this particular
encounter. Meanwhile, though,
league-wide action to address the
rightS and desires of both sides
seems the most appropriate manncr m wh1ch the problem as a
whole may be avoided in the future.

Cross country teams
perform at NCIT

-----------11 Want It fresh?

Every Monday
free Subway subs during:..-.............,
Monday Night Football

THURSDAY

lp.m.

Keep the sports stories on the field
spotlight-and the headlinesfrom the Hail Mary, the double
play, the slam dunk , and the hat
trick.
''I'm getting tired of the newspapers jumping all over sports stones that have little to do with
sports," said Tom Larkin, a senior
football and basketball player.
"The media seems to blow up
stories like the Lisa Olson one to
tht: po.nt where you sec someone
else's opinton on the situation
conunually, and you lose interest
tn the ISSUC."
The sporting world, ll seems,
allows money and the media to
dommatc it like never before.
It would be simp!] callous to

~~~~~

\Jot even 10 t/w srx>rt111g arena
can we go to seck refugc from the
turbulent and complex soctal ISsues that seem to pummel us from
all angles. Unions, contract disputes. arbitrators, drug testing,
racism, and most recently sexism
seem to have forever stolen the

STREAK.JNG AHEAD...

sandwlc.h!:

I

The John Carroll men's and
women s cross country teams
competed 10 the National Catholic lnvttauonal th1s past weekend.
Paced by senior Mark Waner's
27th place finish, them ens team
placed sixth in the college division and 16th overall. Freshman
John Smiley was the second best
Blue Streak male runner.
The women's team finished
13th in the overall standings.
Senior Heather Pcltter was the
·highest JCU finisher, placing
:!2nd.
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Men's soccer team falters in overtime
by Julie Evans
Staff Reporter
John Carroll's men's soccer team crumbled in overtime
as the Hiram Terriers shut out JCU 4-0 on Tuesday. The
BlueSucaks'lossdropped them to2-l in the Ohio Athletic
Conference.
The Blue Streaks began to experience real trouble after
Hiram gained a 2-0 advantage m ovcnime. Throughout
regulation,the Sueaks carried play, but were unable to put
the ball into the net.
"We felt that we should have won in regul ation,"
freshman forward Rick Ferrari said. "If we had gotten even
one goal then it may have carried on to score more, but un-

fortunately it happened to them and not us. It's tough to
take."
The S trcaks began pushing up with more attackers after
Htram's first two goal s in an auemptto generate offensi ve
punch.
"We conuolled the game against the best team in the
OAC," head coach Mark Maslona satd. "We really just
nussed our chances and had bad luck. I would say we
played tdenucally to how we played agrunst BaldwinWallaccon Wednesday."
The Blue Sueaks prevailed over Baldwin-Wallace 2-1
with senior Joe Lardie and sophomore Eric Graf each
scoring a goal. Senior Mike Mangan chalked up his third
assist of the season on Lardie'sscoreand leads the team in

pomts with 13.
Maslona believes the most imponant thing now is to
remam postuve about the team.
"The eastcst thmg to do right now ts to hang your head
and blame o thers, but we have too many good players to do
that," Maslona sa1d. " We're just a team that ts going
through growing pams and we have to suck together.
Sports have a funny way of evenmg out."
The Blue Streaks have a chance to even the score at Allegheny Thursday at4 p.m. and then at Muskingum Saturday at I:30 p.m.
"Muskingum wtll be a typical OAC game," Maslona
sat d. "It wtll be physical and very compcttttve. We 'II have
topl hard."

Lady Streaks struggle
by Deanna Glamer
Staff Reporter
A pair of LOugh losses to Ohio
Athletic Conference foes Baldwin-Wallace and Marietta put a
damper on the John Carroll
women's soccer team week.
On Wednesday, the Streaks lost
at home to B-W2-l,andonSaLUrday travelled to Marietta and were
hutout2-0. Sandwtched between
these losses was a 1-0 defeat at the
hands of non-conference foe 0 hio
Wesleyan at home Friday.
··we JUSt haven't been putting
the points on the board," said senior
Su tannc Caryl ..The dcfl:n..;(' i,
still strong hut the offense nccd'>a
bll of work ..
'fhe Streaks are beginning to
play better together.
"Everyone is putting thetr all

tnLO tl," Caryl said.
Junior goalkeeper Mal) Beth
Fraster agreed.
"It may take some ume and
effon, but the team is commg
together," she said.
The Lady Streaks seem to
dommate on passing and shots on
goal, but the team needs some
luck, accordmg to Caryl.
The Streaks record now stands
at 2-7 overall, with an 0-2 OAC
mark.
The women will host Muskmgum Fnday at 4 p.m. m another
OAC matchup.

CLASSIFIEDS
Help Wanted: 0181 America, nation's
largest telemarketing firm needs
communicators to work 9am ·1pm.
12pm 4pm, 5:30pm·9:30pm. 6pm10pm,or9pm· 12am. Flexiblesched·
uhng. For interview call333·3367.

Cap1a1n Tony's Pizza is h•nng lor
their new Beachwood store. All
pos1tions available Full or parH1me .
Excellent pay Call Brett at 561 •
8669.

Wanted: Persons to referee Ice
Fast Fundralslng Program $1000 Hockey games in the Greater/ Cleve
In just one week. Earn up to $1000 land area. Contact George Flynn at
lor your campus organization. Plus a 5 72·34021or more information.
chance at $5000 more! This program
works! No 1nvestmen1 needed Call Olhce help needed. O~rect mailing I
1·800 932 0528 ext. 50.
marketing. Look•ng lor 2 people.
~-------------! 8hrs.tweek. Call Farmers Insurance
Entrepreneur? Type "A" personal- at 291 . 5415.
lty? Earn up to $4000. Gain man ~-----------1
agementexperienceoncampus. Set FREE SPRING BREAK TRIPS to
your own hours. Eam from $2000 Cancunand the Bahamas Orgamze
$4000 during this semester. Call a small group and you travel FREE.
now 1·900-950-8472 ext. 25.
Call 1(800)3448360 lor more inlor

OFF-LINE
I

FEEBLE MIND MARKRAKOCY

COCK

.,_W
_ e _n-ee_d_s-e l-f--m-o_tl_v-ated
--stu_d_e_n-ts-1. matlon.
Earn up to $10/hr. Market credit
cards on campus. Flexible hours.
Only 10 positions available. Call now
1-800-950·8472 Ext. 20.

Addresserswantedjromedjately! No
experience necessary. Excellentpayl
Wo£k ot home. Call toll free 1·800
395·3283.

Shoestring Printers. Word Process·
ing/ Laser typesetting. Including:
Resumes, Theses. Research Papers.
Low Rates. Individualized Service.
Call382·8578.

Help Wanted: Full,and Part T1roe
servers/room service. Day or Eve·
nings. Applications Accpted Between
2 4 PM. Boca Diner. Embassy Su11e
Hotel, 3775 Park East Blvd • Beach

For Sale: East German Map. Calli·
800 STR UOEL.

wood.

'ITS EASY. ALL Wf<; HAVE TO DO IS
LAUNCJI A FEW OF THESE BABIES
AND WE CAN RULE T H E WORLD!"

HANGMEN REVOLT.

..
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Beers leads Streak comeback against Cardinals
by David Caldwell
Sports Editor

As John Carroll's football team
tries to repeat ns conference title
and NCAA playoff appearance, it
is fmding that in the Ohio Athletic
Conference, nothing comes easy.
Take last Saturday's 34-28
victoryatOucrbcmCollege. After
a pair of third quaner touchdowns
by the underdog Cardinals, Otter-

bein led the Streaks 28-20 gomg
into the final quarter. But the
Streaks, JUSt as they did against
Capital the week before, got two
scores from sophomore tailback
Willie Beers and got another strong
fourth quaner from the defense
for the comeback v1ctory.
"We know that we're just not
going to have any easy weeks,"
head coach Tony DeCarlo said.
"Week in week out we realize

we' re m for a.battle. We showed
good character and great confidcnceasateam by coming back in
that fourth quaner."
Beers fmished with 113 yards
rushing on 30 carries, to give him
a league-leading 398 yards on the
season. Beers also earned OAC
Player of the Week honors. The
200-pound sophomore capped
consecutive fourth quarter drives
with TD runsoffiveand six yards.

"If we get him the ball like
we' ve been able to in the last two
games, Willie is capable of getting!()() yards every week," DeCarlo said.
Beers herOICS lifted an offense
that, while scoring 34 points, also
set up several Otterbein scoring
chances with four interceptions.
The Carroll defense got a big
effon from the defensive backfield with interceptions from safe-

ties Keith Farber and Brad
Wmglcr, as well as one from cornerback Scott Niedzwiecki.
Fullback Ray Lowe notched
two first half scores agamst the
Cardmals, and split end Hank
Durica added a TO rccepuon as
the Streaks took a 20-14 halftime
advantage. Senior tailback John
Meinke capped the scoring by
hauling m a Larry Wanke pass for
a two-pomt COnversiOn.

'Showdown' with Mount Union ahead for Blue Streaks
by David Caldwell
Sports Editor

The calendar will say 1t is the
first week of October, but make
no mistake, this Saturday's clash
between Ohio Athletic Conference
football leaders John Carroll and
Mount Union will carry all the
significance of a year-end game
with charnp1onship implications.
JCU is undefeated in conference play (3-1 overall) and ranked
11th in Divis!on III while MUC is
4-0 and ranked 13th.
Blue Streaks head coach Tony
DeCarlo docsn t need to be reminded that thcconferenccchamplonship m1ght be at stake.
"This isa showdown." DeCarlo
scud. "Not a season-ending one,
but any time the top two confer-

ence teams mat.ch up, its going to
be a battle, and the winner will be
in very good shape."
The battle of conference unbeatens at Was mer Field will give
the winner the inside track to the
OAC crown. The Purple Raiders
defeated Baldwin-Wallace, the
conference's other main contender, two weeks ago to emerge
as the biggest obstacle m the
Streaks quest to defend their first
OAC utle. The biggest problem
Mount Union presents Carroll is a
defense that ranks second in the
league.
"They have a terrific defense,"
DeCarlo scud, "they arc very physical and will be a big test for our
offense."
The Raiders arc potent offensively ru well, with quaner ack
Brad Petro, the conference leader
in passing efficiency, and running

back Don Paul, who is second in
the league in rush mg.
Perhaps more Important is the
fact after last year's 31-7 championship-clinching rout by the
Streaks, Mt. Union is looking to
settle the score m what has become a heated rivalry.
"It's safe to say that this is their
biggest game from an emotional
standpomt." DeCarlo said. "In just
one year a pretty good rivalry has
already been established."
Saturday,John Carroll will look
to stabilize an explosive, but at
umes inconsistent offense that has
yielded six interceptions in the
last two weeks. Defensively, the
Streaks arc stilllearnmg as a un1t
that swts only one senior.
"This defense IS growing up
fast," DeCa.AQ id, "we•re ill
givmg up too much yardage, but
they are really starting to gel."

SATURDAY, OCT. 6,1990
1:30P.M.
WASMER FIELD
RADIO: 88.7FM, WUJC
RAIDERS ROUNDUP: MU
coach Larry Kehres, a 1971
graduate of Mount Union, has
guided the team to a 34-10-2
record over his four plus years
as head Raider.•.Mount Union
senior placekicker Ken Edel·
man set the OAC career field
goal record last week when he
booted his4lstareer fl('IStsplit·
ter

AT

STREAK STATS: Qn Larry
Wanke has racked up 1,019

·

or 1,988, set last year ...K Mario
Valente has converted 15 oft6
extra point attempts...Ea~b. ol
the Streaks starting dt fensive
backfield players has two
i.nterceptions. ..RB Willie.Beers
leads the OAC in scoring with
30 points

882 E. 185th St. 481-9560
Just North of I-90, Across From Post Office
Parking Available at Post Office

STUDENTS

New Owners: Recent College Grads are looking forward to offering
John Carroll students a new alternative to the usual bar scene.

Weekly Specials
MONDAY:
Monday Night Football $1.99 appetizers and Bottle Beer Specials

WEDNESDAY:
Wing Night Real Buffalo Wings 15¢ and 16 oz. Drafts Specials

THURSDAY:
Ladies Night. Ladies drink 1/2 price all night long

FRIDAY:
LIVE BLUES AND JAZZ Starting October 26 with MOKO MOVO

r

TUESDAY OCTOBER 9

SENIOR NIGHT
$3 All You Can Drink Bud Draft 8pm - Midnight

ease 1Cr1SOD

a pace to break his own record

MEET THE DEMANDS OF
COLLEGE WORK WITH AN
IBM AT-286 COMPUTER

$1095.

00

COMPLETE

•
•
•
•
•
•

Going to college con be difficult of
times. A fully reconditioned IBM-AT/
286 system proVIdes the extra edge
you 11 need to successfully meet the
demondsofcollegewOO< Complete
your system wtth the popular Integrated software pockoge-Eight an
One for only S58

20 Megabyte Hard Dnve
6401< RAM
1.2 Megabyte Floppy Dnve
ALL YOUR STUDENT NEEDS!
IBM 84 Key Keyboofd
iBM 5151 Monoctvome MonitOt
IBM OOS VetSIOO 3.X
• 80287 Moth Coproces,a/odd S95
• 90 Doy Worronty
Add StOO IOf 30 MeQobyte HOfd OrNe
Add S225 IOf CGA COlor Moni!Of
IBM 1$ o reg.stered lrOdemOIX ot
•ntemotiOtiol BusKiess Moch•nes
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